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Abstract 
The notions of the relative cellularity (= relative Souslin number) c(X, Y) and the 
relative T-cellularity cel.(X, Y) of a subspace X of a topological space Y are introduced. 
Always c(X) > c(X, Y> < cel.(X, Y> < ce17(X). It is proved that cel.(X, G) < exp T for 
any r-Lindekf subspace X of any Hausdorff topological group G and c(X) < tel.(X) Q 
exp r if, in addition, X is a retract of G or even a retract of some G,-subset of G. These 
results are deduced form the results concerning spaces with lattices of open mappings on 
them. 
Key words: Cellularity; T-cellularity; r-Lindeliifness; Topological group; d- and od-space; 
Lattice of (d-jopen mappings on a space 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 22A0.5, 54CO5; secondary 54A25, 54D30 
Below a space means a topological space. For a space X its topology is denoted 
by T(X). A continuous mapping is a continuous mapping of spaces. We consider 
only Hausdorff topological groups. Always 7 and 0 are infinite cardinal numbers. 
A space is T-Lindeliif if any open cover of it has a subcover of cardinality not 
greater than 7; c(X) denotes cellularity (- Souslin number) of X; a G,-set in a 
space X is the intersection of no more than Q- open subsets of X; a G,-system in a 
space X is a system of G,-sets in X; as usual “Gg-” is used instead of “G,-“. For a 
space X one defines (see for example [l]) tel.(X) = mini& for any G,-system A in 
X there exists p c h such that I p I G 0 and cl U I_L 3 U A}. The cardinal function 
tel.(X) is called T-cellularity of X. Evidently, 
c(X) < cel,( X) for any 7. (1) 
For a set X, its subset A and systems A and p of its subsets, A A A and A A p 
denote systems {A f’ L: L E A) and {L f~ M: L E A, A4 E p} respectively. 
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1. Topological groups and T-cellularity 
TkaEenko [6] and Uspenskii [7] proved that c(G) < exp T for any r-Lindeliif 
topological group G. The following stronger result will be proved. 
Theorem 1.1. For any r-Lindeltif topological group G the inequality 
cel,( G) < exp 7 
holds. 
(2) 
Corollary 1.2. For any Lindeliif topological group G the inequality ccl,(G) < c 
holds. 
Remark 1.3. In [6] TkaEenko constructed a Lindeliif group H with c(H) > w. 
Hence, ccl,(H) 2 c(H) > w. 
Question 1.4. Is it true that ccl,(G) < wr for any Lindeliif group G? For c(G) the 
same question had been asked in [61. 
TkaEenko [6] and Uspenskii [7] proved the inequality c(G) < exp r not only for 
r-Lindelof but also for r-bounded groups. A topological group G is r-bounded [2] 
if for each neighbourhood U of its identity there is a set A c G with 1 A 1 =G T and 
A . U = G. The class of all r-bounded groups coincides with the class of all 
subgroups of products of topological groups of weight < T (see [2]). Surely every 
r-Lindeliif group is r-bounded. 
Question 1.5. Does the inequality (2) hold for any r-bounded group? 
Remark 1.6. In [7] for any r Uspenskii constructed a r-bounded group H, with 
c(H,) 2 exp 7. Hence, cel,(H,) 2 exp 7. 
Actually, Theorem 1.1 admits the following generalization. 
Theorem 1.7. If for a r-Lindeltif subspace X of topological group G there is a 
G,-system A in G such that XC IJ A and X is a retract of U A then 
c(X) < cel,( X) < exp 7. (3) 
Corollary 1.8. Zf a r-Lindeliif space X is a retract of a G,-set in some topological 
group then we have (3). 
Corollary 1.9. Zf for a Lindeliif subspace X of a topological group G there is a 
G,-system A in G such that XC LJ A and X is a retract of U A then 
c(X) < cel,( X) 6 c. (4) 
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Corollary 1.10. If a Lindel6f space X is a retract of a G,-set in some topological 
group then we have (4). 
2. od- and d-spaces and wzellularity 
The theorems of Section 1 follow from more general results concerning spaces 
with lattices of open mappings on them. For a space X a system L = If,, fpa; A) 
consisting of a directed set A, continuous surjective mappings f, of X, LY E A, and 
fpa : fax + f,X, (Y, p E A, CY < p, is said to be a lattice of continuous mappings on 
X if 
(1) the diagonal product AL : X -+ II{ f,X: (Y E A} is an embedding; 
(2) f, =fea 0 fP, a, P =A, a <P- 
Evidently, S, = { f,X, fp,; A) is an inverse system and AL is an embedding of 
X onto a dense subset of the limit of S,. 
Let us recall (see for example [5]) that the continuous mapping f : X --f Y is said 
to be d-open if f0 c int cl f0 for any open subset 0 of X. 
The lattice L is called: open (d-open) if all f, are open (d-open); T-directed if A 
is r-directed (i.e., for any B CA, 1 B I =z T, there exists B = P(B) EA such that 
(~<Bforanya~B). 
Letusnotethatp=supBforBcAandpEAifa<pforanyaEBandif 
B < y as soon as LY < y for any (Y E B (we use < instead of < ). It is possible that 
B = sup B, y = sup B and B # y. 
The lattice L is called: weakly multiplicative if there exists B = sup B in A for 
any B CA and the diagonal product A{ f&: (Y E B} is an injection; a u-lattice if 
A{f, EL: f,X is submetrizable (i.e., f,X has a continuous bijection onto a 
metrizable space)} is an embedding. 
In [8] Uspenskii introduced the classes of od- and d-spaces as follows: 
A space X is an od- (respectively, a d-1 space if there is an open (respectively, a 
d-open) weakly multiplicative p-lattice of continuous mappings of X onto Ty- 
chonoff spaces. It is easy to see that every topological group is an od-space (see, 
for example, [8, Proposition 11). All Dugunji compacta are also od-spaces [8]. 
Theorem 2.1. For any r-Lindeliif od- (respectively, d-) space X the inequalities 
c(X) < cel,( X) < exp T (respectively, c(X) Q exp T) (5) 
hold. 
Corollary 2.2. The inequalities 
c(X) < cel,( X) G c (respectively, c(X) < c) 
hold for any Lindeltif od- (respectively, d-) space X. 
Question 2.3. Is it true that: 
l ccl,(X) G w1 or c(X) G wr for any Lindelof od-space X; 
l c(X) G wr for any LindelSf d-space X? 
(6) 
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As in Section 1 we have a more general result than Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.4. If for a r-Lindeliif subspace X of an od- (respectively, a d-) space G 
there is a G,-system A in G such that Xc U A and X is a retract of U A then we 
have (5). 
Corollary 2.5. If a r-Lindeliif space X is a retract of a G,-set in some od- 
(respectively, d-1 space then we have (5). 
Corollary 2.6. If for a Lindeliif subspace X of an od- (respectively, a d-1 space G 
there is a G,-system A in G such that Xc U A and X is a retract of U A then we 
have (6). 
Corollary 2.7. Zf a Lindeliif space X is a retract of a G,-set in some od- (respectively, 
d-1 space then we have (6). 
All above cited results follow from those concerning relative r-cellularity and 
cellularity. 
3. Relative wzellularity and relative cellularity 
Definition 3.1. For a space Y and its subspace X, 
l celJX, Y) (T-cellularity of X in ( = relative to) Y) is the minimum of such 0 
that for any G,-system A in Y there exists p CA with 
1~1 ~8 and U(XAA) ccl UP; (7) 
l c(X, Y) (cellularity (= Souslin number) of X in (= relative to) Y) is the 
minimum of such 0 that for any open system A in Y there exists P CA with 
properties (7). 
When X = Y we obtain definitions of eel.(X) and c(X) (not in the canonical 
form). 
Evidently, 
min(c(X), c(Y)) >c(X, Y) <cel,(X, Y) <cel,(X, Y) 
< min(cel,( X), cel,( Y)) for 0 6 K < 7. 
Let us give some sufficient conditions for the equalities c(X, Y) = c(X) and 
cel.(X, Y) = tel.(X). 
Definition 3.2. For a subspace X of a space Y a mapping e : T(X) + T(Y) will be 
called a r-regular (respectively, regular) operator of extension of open sets (for 
short, OEOS) if 
(a) e(0) nX= 0 for any 0 E T(X); 
(b) n{e(O,): aeA) =@ if r-110,. . (Y E A} = (8 and I A I G T (respectively, I A I 
= 2), 0, E T(X), (Y EA. 
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Regular OEOS’s were defined in [4]. 
Evidently, if r : Y +X is a retraction then e(0) = r-‘0, 0 E T(X), is a r-regu- 
lar OEOS for any T. 
Lemma 3.3. (1) Let (a) cel.(X, Y) < 8 or, respectively, (b) c(X, Y) < 19 and there 
exist in case (a) a G,-system or, respectively, in case (b) an open system 5 in Y such 
that Xc U t. Zf there exists a regular OEOS e : T(X) + T( U 5) then c(X) < r. 
(2) Zf in case (a) e is a r-regular OEOS then celJX) < 0. 
Proof. (1) Let 5 be an open system in X and e(t) = (e(O): 0 E 5). (2) Let 5 
consist of G,-sets in X and for any 0 E 5 let 0 = fl NO) for some NO) c T(X), 
INO) I < 7. Put e(t) = (e(0) = n(e(U): U E NO)}: 0 E 51. 
Then 5’ = 5 A e(c) is (a) a G,-system, respectively, (b) an open system in Y. So 
there exists 7’ c 5’ such that I TJ’ ( G 0 and U 5 = U(X A 5’) ccl U n’. For any 
HE 7’ fix O(H) E 5 such that H = e(O(H)) f~ K for some K E 5. Let n = IO E 5: 
0 = O(H) for some HE 7’). Then Iv I G f3 and U 5 c cl U 7’ c cl U{e(O): 0 E 7). 
Since the operator e is (r-)regular, e(X\cl, lJ n) n e(0) = 6 for any 0 E n. So 
e(X\cl, U 7) n cl U {e(O): 0 E n} = @. From this it follows that 
U5cX\e(X\cl,Uq) =X\(X\cl,Uq) =cl,Uv. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Zf cel.(X, Y) < 8 (respectively, c(X, Y) < 0) and X is a retract of 
U 5 for some G,- (respectively, open) system 5 in Y then cel&X) < 8 (respectively, 
c(X) < e>. 
Corollary 3.5. Zf cel,(X, Y) < 8 and X is a retract of some G,-set in Y then 
tel.(X) < 8. Zf c(X, Y) < 8 and X is a retract of some open subset of Y then 
c(X) < 8. 
4. General result 
For a cardinal number K and a mapping of sets f : X + Y, 
(1) y E Y is called a point of order K if 1 f-‘y 1 = K, 
(2) x EX is called a point of order K if fi is a point of order K. 
Theorem 4.1. Let L = {fl, fee; A} be a r-directed lattice of continuous mappings on 
a space Y and Y, =faY, CY E A. Let Xc Y, X, =faX, X, be a T,-space, f, =fa : X 
4X,, max(w(X,>, I X, I) G exp r, (Y E A; for B CA the diagonal product fi = 
A{ fi: (Y E B) : Y - fiB = FI{Y,: (Y E B) be the composition of an open (respectively, 
d-open) surjection sg : Y + Y, and a continuous injection i, : Y, + fia and the space 
X, = s,X be r-Lindelof if I B I < r+. Then 
(*> cel.(X, Y) < exp 7 (respectively, c(X, Y> Q exp 7). 
( * * ) Zf there exists a G,- (respectively, an open) system 5 in Y such that X c U C 
and there exists a regular OEOS e : T(X) + T( U 5) (for example, X is a 
retract of U C) then c(X) < exp 7. 
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( * * * 1 If theFe &sts a G,-system i in Y such that XC U l aptd there exists a 
w-egular OEOS e : T(X) -+ T(U C) (for example, X is a retract of U J> 
then ccl,(X) g exp 7. 
Proof. Let us suppose that there exists a G,-system (respectively, an open system) 
$ = (Fh: h < (exp r)+} in Y such that 
XnF,+$#, XnF,ncl U(F,:j..h<h}=(b, h<(expr)+. (8) 
From r-directedness of L it follows that for any h there exist a(h) EA and a 
G,-set (respectively, an open set) Sp, in Ya(,,) such that 
@ +Xnfl;(+~ c&:,@A ~4. 
So, without loss of generality, one may assume that 
FA =&ijQi,, h < (exp r)+. (9) 
Pick xA EX n Fh and put T = {x,: A < (exp T)+). Evidently, I T I = (exp r)+, 
TcX and 
Tn~&@i,=TnFA=(x,J, h<(expr)+. (LO) 
Let x, = f,T, XL = (x: E X,: x is a point of order (exp rjf for f,i ~1, Xz = fx 
EX,: x is a point of order not greater than exp 7 for f,l T). It is clear that 
XL ux; =x,, X;nX;=@, IX~Iq<Xx,I~expr, ITlI<expT 
forTi=Tnf;‘Xl, X;cx,, l~)X~)~)X,I~expr, cueA. 
For any p 64 put 
h(P) = max(sup{p: x@ E T;}, sup(minfp: x, E Tnf;‘.r}: x EX;>); 
A(P) = {fx(k): A <A(p)). 
It is evident that 
It(p) <(exp r)+ and IA(p)1 Qexp r. 
Let B(O) be a nonempty subset of A and I B(O) I c exp T. 
Using transfinite induction, for any V, 1 f Y < T+, one can construct sets C(V), 
D(Y), E(v), B(v) of cardinal& not greater than exp T in the following way. 
Let C(V) = ~{B(K): K < v), D(v) be the set of all nonempty subsets of C(V) of 
cardinal&y not greater than T. For any d E D(Y) take B(d) EA such that B(d) > (Y 
for all ty Ed. Then put 
E(v) = (P(d): deq+ B(v) =E(v) u U(A(B(d)): dED(V)}. 
It is clear for B = U@(V): Y < rf) that / I3 I G exp 7 and the weight of the 
Tychonoff product IIB = KI{X,: (Y E B) is not greater than exp 7. Hence, the 
weights of the spaces &X and TB =fBT do not exceed exp T. So there is a point t, 
in TB such that 
lTnf;lGl =(exp T)’ (11) 
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for any G,-set (respectively, open set) G in fiB = n{Y,: (Y E Bl containing the 
point t,. 
For (Y E B and C c B let: p, and pC be the projections of the product nB onto 
the factor X, and the subproduct fl, = nix,. . a E C} respectively; 3, and 5~ the 
projections of the product BB onto the factor Y, and the subproduct fi, = 
n{Y,: ff E C} respectively. 
Let t E TB and p,t E Xi for some CY E B. There exists v < T+ for which 
CY E B(V). Then there is B 2 LY in E(v + 1). For this B automatically ppt ‘Xi. Let 
xA ef>lt cfilppt. Then A <A(B), G =fi$,@, is a G,-set (respectively, an open 
set) in the product fiB, t =f;x* E G and (see (10)) 
T nf;T’G = T “j&PA = {x,}. 
Hence (see (ll)), t # t,. So 
x(a) =p,t,EXA for any LY EB. (12) 
Fix Z(O) E B(0). There is an index B(1) 2 Z(0) in E(1). By (12) x(/3(1)) =X&i,. Put 
(Y(1) = c&l)) for h(1) = minlp: xI* E T nf;&x(B(l))l. Then Z(1) E B(1) and there 
is an index p(2) in E(2) which follows Z(1) and B(1). Using transfinite induction 
one can construct indices B(V) E E(v) and Z(V) E B(v) such that E(V) < B(v + I), 
0 < v < 7+; B(K) <B(V), 1 < K < V < r+; a(v) = a(h(v)) for h(v) = minlp: x@ E T 
nfj(:,x(Pw, v < 7+. 
Let us note that 
q(v)> =.&“,xh~“,> x(B(v + 1)) +fg(u+l]++ v < 7+, (13) 
by the definition of numbers i(v) and the relations (12), (10) and a(%~)) = Z(v) < 
B(v + 1) (hence x(B(v + 1)) E XL++ i) 8 fpcy+ i~x~,,))- 
Let c = {P(v): v <T+} and let the mapping f,, :XPcv, + XPcK, be such that 
fP(K) = fv, o fscv,. The limit X,* of the inverse system 2 = (Xp(,,), f,,; v < T+) is a 
subset of the product 17, chic and X, contains the set f>X and the point 
r =pct, = {x@(v)>: I, < T+}. It is clear that pc 0 f;sl x = fcl x and {r} = 
rl {p; ‘x(p(v)): v < 7+) (where p, : X,* + Xocv, are the projections of the limit of 
the inverse system Z). From (13) it follows that 
Evidently, the system of the sets q”;, v < T+, is r-centered (i.e., fl(9,: K < v) f fd 
for any v < r+) and its intersection is empty. So, the system of the sets X, = iC’VV 
= l&$qK): V<K<T+},V<T+, is T-centered and has empty intersection, too. All 
,y, are subsets of X,. Let us show that the intersection of their closures in X, is 
empty. 
If q is an adherent point of all X, in X, then q’ = i,q is an adherent point of 
all qV in icX, = i, 0 s,X =f>X cX,*. So q’ E n{p;‘x(P(v)): v < T+) = {r} (be- 
cause all X, are T,-spaces). Hence, q’ = r. Since t, Ef;T and r =pct,, there 
exists a point xx E T for which fix, = to and (i, 0 s,)x, =fcxx = ($c 0 fB)x, = 
pet, = r. From the injectiveness of i, it follows that s,x, = q. Thus sCxh is an 
adherent point of all ,y, in Xc and, in particular, of X1 = (s~xx(~): v < r+}. 
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Let ikv be the projection of the product fit onto its factor _YPc,,, and the 
mapping &+++) :YP(y+l) -+ Y& be such that &, =.&u+l~a~u~ o fP(V+I)7 v < r+. 
Then &) =fPcy+ r)+,) 0 &,+, 0 i, 0 sc and (see 00)) 
Xl =@= u i (f;~“+l)u(v)~Pc”+l~ic) -l@&): I, <r+ . 1 
From (d-)openness of sc it follows that 
(14) 
Since 
fpc,,Xh = &V, o fs Xh =Pp(“+o =x(P(v)), i -1 v <r+, 
from the definition of numbers h(v) it follows that h > h(y), v < 7+. The relations 
(13) give the inequalities h #h(v), Y < T+. Hence, h > h(v), v < T+. From (14) it 
follows that 
This contradicts the condition (8). So the intersection of the r-centered system of 
closures in X, of the sets X,, v < r+, is empty. But this contradicts the T- 
Lindelofness of Xc. Hence, there is no system 4 described in the beginning of the 
proof. 
Suppose that there is in Y a G,-system (respectively, an open system) 5 such 
that for any its subsystem n of cardinality not greater than exp r the relation 
tJ(X A t>\cl tJ n # fl is true. Then, using transfinite induction, a G,-system 
(respectively, an open system) 4 may be constructed in Y which satisfies the 
conditions (8). But it is impossible as it has just been proved. The statement (* ) is 
proved. 
Concerning (* * > and (* * * > see Lemma 3.3. 0 
Remark 4.2. For any To-space X, the condition max(w(X,), I X, I ) < exp r follows 
from the condition w(X,) < 7. 
Corollary 4.3. If a r-directed lattice L = {f,, foa; A} f 0 continuous mappings on a 
space X is given so that all X, = f,X are T,-spaces, max(w(X,), 1 X, 1) < exp r (for 
example, w(X,> =G T, (Y =A), for any B CA, I B 1 =g rf, the diagonal product Aif,: (Y 
E B} is the composition of an open (respectively, d-open) continuous surjection 
sn : X -+ Ys and a continuous injection i, : Ys + FI{X,: a E B} and the space Y, is 
r-Lindelof then cel.X< exp r (respectively, c(X) < exp T>. 
Corollary 4.4.. Zf X is a r-Lindelof subspace of an od- (respectively, a d-) space Y 
then 
c( X, Y) < cel,( X, Y) < exp r (respectively, c( X, Y) G exp 7). (15) 
Proof. Let L = If,, fa,; A) be an open (respectively, a d-open) weakly multiplica- 
tive p-lattice of continuous mappings of Y onto Tychonoff spaces, Y, = f,Y, 
(Y EA, and uA = (cx EA: Y, is submetrizable}. 
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For every (Y E PA we can fix a system of metrizable spaces M8 and continuous 
bijections ‘yas : Y, -+ M,, 6 ED,, such that ye = A{yas: 6 E 0,): X, + ll(M,: 6 E 
0,) is an embedding. Let D = U{D,: a E PA), II = FI{M,: S E 01, g, = ya8 0 f,, 
6~D,,a~pLA.Theng=A{g,:6~D}isanembedding. 
Let p,:Zi+lir,=rI{M,: aEd), dcD, and ped:ZZe+ZZd, dcecD, arepro- 
jections of products OntO subproducts; Y, = pd o gY and gd = I)d o g : Y + Yd, d CD; 
g = ped : y, --f yd, d ce c D; E = {d c D: ( d ( G T). Evidently, {gd, g,d; E) is a 
T%rected lattice of continuous mappings of Y onto Tychonoff spaces and w(Xd) 
< r where X, = gdX, d E E (because all spaces h4, are metrizable and all g,X 
are T-Lindeltif (so w(g,X) < 7)). 
If FcE and IFI GT+ then the set e = U{d: d E F) c D has cardinality not 
greater than T+ and the diagonal product g, = A&,: d E F) : Y + nf&: d E F) C 
IIF = n{Ii!,: d E F) may be viewed as the composition of big,: 6 E el : Y + rr, and 
an embedding h of De into D,. If B={LYE~.A: Dane+@) then Ue= 
n(ll{M,: 6 ED, n e): LY E B), y, = ll{A(y,,: 6 E 0, n e): d E B) : n{Y,: CY E Z?) + 
IJr, is an injection and A{g,: 6 E e) = ‘y,o AIf,: (Y E B). If p = SUP B in A then the 
mapping fP is (d-)open, A{f,,: (Y E B) is an injection and A{f,: (Y E Bl = AIf,,: (Y 
E B) 0 fa. So g, is the composition of the (d-jopen surjection fP and the injection 
i, = h o ye 0 A{f,,: LY E B). Evidently, fPX is T-LindelBf. Now the assertion of 
Corollary 4.4 follows from Theorem 4.1. 0 
Corollary 4.5. Zf X is a r-Lindeliif subspace of an od- (respectively, a d-) space Y 
then the assertions ( * * > and ( * * * > of Theorem 4.1 hold. 
Corollary 4.6. Zf X is a r-Lindeliif subspace of a topological group G then 
c(X, G) < cel,(X, G) < exp T. 
Corollary 4.7. Let X be a r-Lindeliif subspace of a topological group G. Zf there 
exists a G,-system 5 in G such that XC LJ 5 and there exists a r-regular (respectively, 
regular) OEOS e : T(X) + T( U l> then 
c(X) < cel,( X) < exp r (respectively, c(X) Q exp r). 
Since always c(Y) 2 c(X, Y) and tel.(Y) 2 cel,(X, Y) so we have the follow- 
ing. 
Corollary 4.8. Zf Y is a r-Lindellif od-space, in particular, a topological group 
(respectively, d-space) then celJX, Y) < exp r (respectively, c(X, Y) < exp T) for 
anyXcY. 
Question 4.9. Is it true that cel,(X, G) < c or c(X, G) < c for any w-bounded 
group G and Xc G? 
Remark. Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 were published without proof in 131. It should be 
noted that in Theorem from [3] the product must be T+-facely r-Lindelof (instead 
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of T-facely T-Lindeliif). But perhaps every 7+-facely 7-LindelGf Tychonoff product 
(i.e., a product with all its T+-faces T-Lindeliif) is T-Lindebf. It is so for T = w. 
I am grateful to the referee for his helpful remarks. 
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